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Once upon a time in hexagonia, there was a beautiful organized 
colorful city. There were lots of people called hexagonians. 
Everything there was a hexagon. There were blue, purple, and 
orange hexagons. It was paradise, until the gummy bears 
came!, looking for flavor. It was a disaster, but everyone who 
survived ran off to a place in the middle of nowhere. It was 
about a 30 minute walk till they made it to the place. The gummy 
bears were far but not far enough so they only had one minute 
to build a new city. But gladly they had two robots that they 
controlled. So they went as fast as they could to build a new 
city. It was hard because the gummy bears scattered the pieces. 
But the thing is if they didn't stack in the squares, the electrical 
circuit wouldn't connect. They also had to make rows, or the city 
wouldn't have electricity. They needed to put them in stacks to 
give them more power. If they did not have stacks, they wouldn't 
have enough electricity to power the weaponry. They wouldn’t 
be able protect the city with their weapons. The more stacks 
they built the more electricity.

Chapter 1 Teamwork



Chapter 2 Skills
After the Hexagonians were safe from the gummy bears they started to practice 
their driving and programming skills just in case they come back. They even made 
adjustments to the robots. They took turns driving in a replica field for practice. 
They practiced till they could get nine towers, because the more the merrier. Then 
one day they heard a rumor about the gummy bears, they were coming back! 
They acted quick and got the robots to build back the weaponry, because they 
must've broke the weaponry in secret so they could fight without getting hurt , so 
quickly the haxagonians built back their weaponry so they could fight the gummy 
bears. After they built back the weaponry the gummy bears ran away.



Chapter 3 Virtual 
After they fought off the gummy bears again they decided to find a new planet.  
Because it would take the gummy bears a while to find them,  they built a 
spaceship to fly to a new planet. They started building a new home and started 
practicing too. They also built a gun robot, so they can fire at the gummy bears 
form the new planet. After lots of practicing they went to sleep so they could get 
rest for when the gummy bears come. In the morning they woke up early to get 
everything set up. After they got everything set up they turned on the gun robot to 
start firing at the gummy bears, but there was a problem. The robots were dead, 
but the gummy bears somehow took all the batteries accept for 1 battery, so they 
only could use one bot. Then the gummy bears came they started to build to fire 
the weapons the gummy bears were melting. Somehow the weaponry had hot 
water in it that made the gummy bears melt. They started firing more and they all 
melted. Then they went back to there planet and built the city and everything was 
back to normal                                                      The End                


